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The rules of the game
How film festivals and sales agents have shaped  
the consumption of Chinese (independent) films 

Elena Pollacchi

Abstract This article examines the role of major European film festivals and sales agents in the 
exhibition and circulation of Chinese cinema since the late 1980s. After the Fifth Generation of 
Chinese directors, Chinese film-makers have regularly attended major international film events 
such as Venice, Cannes and Berlin. However, while festivals have helped to establish the reputa-
tion and circulation of the works of Zhang Yuan, Wang Xiaoshuai, Jia Zhangke, Wang Bing and 
others, they have also shaped a narrative of Chinese independent cinema. How can we discuss 
the interplay between film festivals and the evolution of the Chinese film scene? What is the role 
of international sales agents in relation to the presentation of Chinese cinema in Europe? And how 
have exhibition practices changed over the years since the affirmation of Chinese cinema in the 
late 1980s? Drawing upon the expanding field of film festival studies, this article suggests that fes-
tivals and international sales agents have found a convergence of interests in promoting a certain 
line of Chinese cinema at a specific historical juncture. 

Chinese underground filmmaking attracted international atten-
tion in the early 1990s, but media coverage of it has occurred 
mostly outside China and has been frequently filtered through 
Eurocentric lenses. (Pickowicz, Zhang 2006, p. VII) 

We have confirmed our own membership in the community of 
international film festival-goers able to extract patterns where 
none initially existed, to recognize distinctive styles and infer 
social meaning. (Nichols 1994, p. 27) 

1 Introduction

In his pioneering article Discovering form, inferring meaning: New cin-
emas and the film festival circuit, Bill Nichols discussed a common practice 
shared by many international film festivals at the time, the practice of 
«discovering new cinemas» which brought successive film waves to world 
attention between the 1980s and 1990s. In his critical approach to what he 
defines as the «film festival circuit», Nichols points out how the community 
of festival organizers, film professionals and an audience of festival-goers 
started to travel from one festival to another eager to discover forms, 
infer meanings in world cinema (Nichols 1994, p. 18). He also defined the 
link between the community of festival-goers and the ‘new cinemas’ that 
international film festivals were introducing in Europe between the 1980s 
and 1990s as a shared experience of uncommon cinematic journeys. In-
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deed, those visions were distinctive for their regional character but gained 
universal appeal through the festival exposure. 

The subject of Nichols’ analysis was the new Iranian cinema, which 
had just followed the discovery of the Chinese Fifth Generation. In fact, 
Chen Kaige, Zhang Yimou, Tian Zhuangzhuang and their fellow gradu-
ates, who graduated from the Beijing Film Academy in 1982, had regular-
ly participated in festivals since 1988 and had frequently been awarded 
prizes.1 Interestingly, although Chinese films and directors still remain 
largely unknown in Italy and Europe, the set of titles introduced by 
film festivals in the decade 1988-1999 is still vividly remembered. They 
include Hong gaoliang 㓒儈㋡ (Red sorghum, 1987), Da hong denglong 
gaogao gua བྷ㓒⚟ㅬ儈儈ᤲ (Raise the red lantern, 1992), Bawang bie ji 䵨
⦻࡛လ (Farewell my concubine, 1993) and other works distributed in Italy 
and all over Europe. 

In his article, Nichols also pointed out the need to make the viewing 
context less transparent; he saw festival programmers as displaying an 
attitude similar to that of the ethnographer: someone in search of images 
and narratives from remote places to be circulated in the West. Recent 
analyses have drawn upon Nichols’ take and discussed festivals from other 
angles in order to unpack the entire festival experience.2 Indeed, festivals 
are complex structures in which economic forces and commercial transac-
tions intertwine with other values such as cultural and reputational capital, 
not to mention prestige and glamour. Thus festivals have been approached 
as sites of cultural production, as a counter-public sphere (Stringer 2001) 
or as networks in which various values are transacted (Elsaesser 2005; De 
Valck 2007). 

Moreover, festivals do not simply «celebrate film art»; rather they de-
fine (and re-define) film history through a canon of celebrated film di-
rectors. In Neal’s analysis, this is «the Art Cinema genre» which has 
countered the dominance of commercial Hollywood films (1981). However, 
when looking at the ways in which a canon is defined, geo-political, gender 
and minority issues should also be taken into account in addition to the 
cultural and aesthetic values expressed in films from regions other than 
Europe and the US. While all these frameworks have significantly helped 
to give us a better understanding of the broad constellation of world film 

1 The Berlin Golden Bear to Zhang Yimou’s Hong gaoliang 㓒儈㋡ (Red sorghum, 1987) in 1988 
and Zhang Yimou’s second Venice Golden Lion for Yi ge dou bu neng shao ањ䜭н㜭ቁ (Not 
one less, 1999) frame the golden years of the Fifth Generation. As the Fifth Generation direc-
tors became more prominent in the Chinese film market, their festival participation became 
more sporadic. 

Chinese film titles are listed in their first occurrence with the pinyin transcription followed 
by the Chinese characters, the English title for international distribution and the year of pro-
duction. The English title only is used for all later occurrences in the text. 
2 For an overview of the main theoretical approaches, cf. Iordanova 2014.
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festivals, the discussion of specific film traditions within film festivals is 
still limited.3 

In the light of the expanding film festival studies research field, this 
article discusses the contribution of film festivals to the circulation of 
Chinese cinema in Italy since the 1990s. Here, I will refer mainly to the 
three major festivals – Cannes, Venice, Berlin – as their reputation among 
Chinese film-makers makes them more relevant than any other film event 
(maybe with the exception of the Academy Awards). As film director Jia 
Zhangke has stated in a long interview on his participation in Venice, «the 
history of Venice and Cannes defines these events as the main ones in the 
world film culture and underlines how presenting films at these three main 
events [Venice, Cannes, Berlin] is an effective way to give voice to Chinese 
contemporary culture, Chinese history and issues of today’s life in China 
and, at the same time, is a way to participate in world film culture» (Jia, 
Wu 2008, p. 69). 

Nonetheless, other festivals like Locarno, Rotterdam and Turin have also 
played a crucial role in promoting upcoming Chinese film-makers at dif-
ferent times and through significant production funds. The focus on these 
events sustains the reference to «Eurocentrism» in the passage quoted 
by Pickowicz and Zhang (2006, p. VII). In this article, I move on to suggest 
that, in the late 1990s and early 2000s, European festivals shaped a certain 
reading of Chinese independent cinema which has remained prominent 
regardless of the changes that have occurred in Chinese film production 
and the Chinese film market. 

I will thus outline the converging interests of festivals and Chinese film-
makers at a certain stage in the evolution of the Chinese film industry, in 
particular during the transitional years in which the Chinese cinema turned 
from being a State-controlled industry into a market-oriented industry 
partly open to the private sector. My hypothesis is that such a convergence 
of interests was particularly fruitful for both international film festivals and 
Chinese cinema until the Chinese film industry became competitive on the 
global film scene and until Chinese film-makers were in need of expertise 
in order to attend international events. International sales agents, whose 
role was essential during the 1990s and through the early 2000s, provided 
this expertise.4 

3 Chan (2011) addresses the role of film festivals in the definition of «national cinemas».
4 The concept of this article was first presented at the workshop A multidisciplinary explo-
ration of Chinese independent films held at the University of Liège, 13-16 March 2012. The 
works of the UK Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC)-funded International Research 
Network on Chinese Film Festival Studies significantly informed its development. I am thankful 
to the network coordinators prof. Chris Berry (King’s College London) and dr. Luke Robinson 
and to the members of the network for their stimulating discussion and insight on the interplay 
of Chinese cinema and film festivals. 
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2 From festivals as an ethnographic practice to festivals as marketing 
platforms

The discovery of new cinemas coincided with a time in which European 
film festivals were rapidly increasing in number (De Valck 2007, p. 104). 
If festivals like Cannes, Venice and Berlin could count on their established 
reputation as the most important festivals in the world, many other inter-
national events all over Europe such as Locarno, Rotterdam, Thessaloniki, 
Turin and others had to find ways to promote themselves within the film 
festival circuit where many similar events were mushrooming. Festivals 
aimed to define their own character in order to be competitive and appeal 
to an audience of film professionals and film critics who had to choose 
which festival was worth attending in an increasingly busy yearly schedule. 
Hence, festivals competed not only on the basis of their programmes but 
also in terms of visibility, media coverage, sponsorship and public funds. 
The number of accredited guests and journalists also had an impact on 
the festival budgets, which were more and more dependent on private 
sponsors. Thus, the discovery of new cinemas and the introduction of new 
directors represented a crucial element for second-tier festivals which 
could not easily rely on world film stars to attract their audiences. It was 
not by chance that many of these festivals claimed their recognition of 
young film-makers as their main attraction. 

In Italy, the Turin Cinema Giovani Film Festival featured a competitive 
section for first and second films, and under the direction of Alberto Bar-
bera (1989-1998), it established its position as the second Italian festival. 
The Locarno film festival, established as early as 1946, under the direction 
of Marco Müller (1992-2000), became one of the major European festivals 
by reason of its regular introduction of new film-makers from non-Western 
territories. The Rotterdam film festival, founded in 1972, was the first to 
establish a specific fund to support film projects from the South and the 
East of the world (the Hubert Bals Fund).5

If the 1990s saw the proliferation of festivals in Europe, these were also 
the years in which films exhibited at festivals could more easily find theatri-
cal, home video and TV distribution. Thus, the Iranian wave or the Chinese 
Fifth Generation films also responded to the needs of the art-house distri-
bution companies which were active in Europe in exhibiting non-Hollywood 
films. That is how films from remote world territories proved to be suitable 
for these circuits: the cost of distribution rights was not too high and the 
audiences of European art-house films could be equally interested in films 
from China or Iran. It was only towards the turn of the century that the 

5 For a description of the major international film festivals in Europe, their distinctive fea-
tures and a possible periodization, cf. De Valck 2007. 
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art-house exhibition system declined drastically in Italy as elsewhere in 
Europe for many different reasons including the global reach of Hollywood 
cinema, the decline of the home video market, diminishing state support 
for alternative distribution circuits and the mushrooming of multiplexes 
which took over local theatres (Chin, Qualls 2001). 

Hence, while international film festivals had long served to introduce 
auteurs to the international film scene, during the 1990s many festivals 
became more directly involved in supporting the so-called «new cinemas 
of the South or the East»; and after the turn of the century, festivals them-
selves became alternative distribution circuits (Peranson 2009, p. 23). 
But even before that, thanks to an umbrella of funds and supports, many 
films from China and other regions could be completed, exhibited and 
then distributed in the circuit of art-house theatres thanks to their festival 
participation. 

Therefore, while participation in festivals was essential for certain films 
to enter the art-house distribution system, festivals promoted and defined 
a certain line of viable art-house cinema. As Wong (2011, pp. 65-99) and 
De Valck (2007, pp. 176-178) have remarked, although it would be impos-
sible to classify films for festivals, the category of ‘festival films’ has been 
broadly identified with films that on the basis of their aesthetic or produc-
tion values rely on festival participation. Chinese cinema introduced by Eu-
ropean festivals matched this broad category although after the discovery 
of the Fifth Generation the Chinese films prominent at festivals were those 
presenting the rough aesthetic of contemporary China, mainly independent 
films.6 As Zhang noted, following the golden era of the Fifth Generation, 
there came the period when censorship was the drive to exhibit Chinese 
cinema (2002, p. 30). 

It is worth noting how, throughout the 1990s, festivals shaped a crys-
tallized notion of Chinese independent cinema, failing to account for the 
rapid transformation of the Chinese film market into a major global market. 
Rather than testifying to the increasing marginalization of Chinese film-
makers, which was caused primarily by economic forces and the expansion 
of the domestic market, festivals continued to emphasize political readings 
of Chinese films. Chinese independent cinema became a promotional strat-
egy that could eventually function only within the festival circuit. Looking 
at this transformation through the lens of the international sales agents 
may shed some light on the connection between festivals and Chinese films 
following the discovery of the Fifth Generation. 

6 For an overview of the terms used to approach the broad range of Chinese independent 
productions, see Pickowicz, Zhang 2006. 
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3 After the Fifth Generation: Chinese independent cinema and the role 
of sales agents

Although some of the Fifth Generation works were banned in China, their 
production was authorized and completed within the structure of the state 
studios. Thus, not only the aesthetics but also the production values dis-
played in the works of Zhang Yimou and Chen Kaige differed significantly 
from the low-budget, off-the-record productions of younger directors such 
as Zhang Yuan and Wang Xiaoshuai. In addition, the ways through which 
their works reached the festivals differed significantly. Fifth Generation 
films reached the European festival screens either via festival representa-
tives who travelled to Asia, or via the Hong Kong International Film Festi-
val or even as official submissions from the Chinese Film Bureau.7 

In fact, the prestigious visibility offered by Berlin, Venice and Cannes 
was an important aspect of the circulation of Chinese cinema in Europe, in 
particular at the early stages of the economic reforms.8 In order to screen 
state studio productions, festival could rely on direct negotiations either 
with the head of the studio or with the central film authorities that would 
be responsible for the correct delivery of screening material for festival 
presentation. Finally, as the state studios were also encouraged to open 
up to foreign trade, film rights could be handled directly for international 
distribution. 

During the 1990s as a further result of the reform policy, state-controlled 
film production started to co-exist with other ways of film-making. Contacts 
and exchanges between foreign film professionals, festivals representa-
tives and Chinese film-maker also increased. Furthermore, in 1994, the 
changes introduced in filmmaking regulations allowed international co-
production and private investments, so by the mid-1990s more Chinese 
films were being produced outside the studio system. Although approval 
from the central authorities was still required from the very early stages 
of a project, film production started taking different paths and so reached 
European festivals. 

Arguably, the films produced outside the studio system met the needs of 
those European events that were establishing their position in the competi-
tive festival circuits as ‘discovery festivals’ supporting new talents from 
remote regions of the world.9 Locarno and Rotterdam with their newly 

7 For an account of the role of the Hong Kong festival in the circulation of Chinese films, cf. 
Wong 2007, pp. 183-186. 
8 As Wong has noted, festivals like Venice, Cannes and Berlin turned into ‘brands’ so that 
an entry to these events has an immediately valuable impact for the film, the film-makers and 
their producers (Wong 2011, p. 177). 
9 For a vivid description of how the early films by Zhang Yuan and Wang Xiaoshuai were 
made and reached the festivals, cf. Ning 2005. 
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established production funds, and Turin, Thessaloniki and Nantes with 
their competitive sections were among the most active ones. An overview 
of Chinese films screened at these festivals in the 1990s would include 
Zhang Yuan’s Mama ྸྸ� (Mother, 1990) and Beijing zazhong ेӜᵲ 
(Beijing bastards, 1993) (recipient of the Hubert Bals Fund, awarded in 
Locarno), Wang Xiaoshuai’s Dong chun de rizi ߜ᱕Ⲵᰕᆀ (The days, 1993; 
first screened at Rotterdam, awarded at Thessaloniki in 1995), Ning Ying’s 
Zhao le Ҷ (For fun, 1993; awarded at Nantes) and Minjing gushi ≁䆖᭵һ 
(On the beat, 1995; awarded at Turin), Zhang Ming’s Wushan yun yu ᐛኡ
Ӂ䴘 (In expectation, 1995; awarded at Turin), Jia Zhangke’s Xiao Wu ሿ↖ 
(The pickpocket, 1997; awarded at the Berlin-Forum), Liu Bingjian’s Nan-
nan nünü ⭧⭧ྣྣ (Men and women, 1999; awarded at Locarno). The first 
entries at major festivals were Zhang Yuan’s Dong gong Xi gong ьᇛ㾯ᇛ 
(East Palace, West Palace, 1997) and Guonian hui jia 䗷ᒤഎᇦ (Seventeen 
years, 1999) in Venice. Interestingly, while the fortunes of the first Chinese 
independent films started at festivals other than Venice, Cannes and Berlin, 
the three major events continued to screen Fifth Generation film-makers as 
they were the only authorized entries from the People’s Republic of China. 

It was not only that independent film-makers could not be part of any 
official state submissions; festivals also had to rely on insider knowledge 
to be aware of the on-going, off-the-record production. Moreover, inde-
pendent films could not easily exit China, not to mention the difficulty of 
achieving a suitable (and subtitled) material for festival screening.10 Finally, 
even when these obstacles were overcome, such films would still aim to 
enter the international distribution system and the material would need to 
remain outside China in order to be commercially handled and delivered. 
International sales agents joined in to respond to these festival needs, 
which were strictly connected to the often semi-clandestine nature of this 
kind of production. 

Thus, international sales companies not only sold the rights for dis-
tribution in single territories but prior to that, they also offered support 
and expertise in the festival presentation: delivery of screening material, 
preparation of promotional material, contact with press and media and 
the like. For film-makers coming from regions that were new entries to 
the festival circuits, international sales agents provided guidance into the 
festival journey and conversely, for the festival, the guarantee of a delivery 
of the final product according to international standards. 

The companies that most significantly contributed to the circulation 
of Chinese cinema in the 1990s include the Dutch-Hong Kong based For-
tissimo (founded by Wouter Barendecth and Michael Werner in 1991), 

10 With reference to China, festival directors draw upon either their own expertise or on 
experts in place that could help both during the submission process and for the delivery of 
the screening material. 
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Hengameh Panahi’s Celluloid Dreams, Marin Karmitz’s MK2 and Philippe 
Bober’s Co-production Office (founded in 1987). In the following years, 
Film Distribution (founded in 1997), Wild Bunch (founded in 2002) and 
Memento Films (founded in 2005) increased the competition among inter-
national sales companies involved in Chinese films. With the exception of 
Fortissimo, all others are French-based companies. 

Towards the end of the 1990s, international sales agents also contributed 
to the transition of Chinese independent film-makers from second-tiers fes-
tival to Cannes and Venice. This shift coincided with an increasing empha-
sis on the controversial contents of the post-Fifth Generation films, as in the 
case of Zhang Yuan’s East Palace, West Palace, the first Chinese gay film 
presented in Cannes, distributed by Fortissimo. Contrary to the immediate 
appeal of their predecessors, the rough aesthetics of Zhang Yuan’s works 
was not easy to sell. Yet these films functioned well with the festival press 
and media both for their clandestine nature and for their controversial 
subjects. This sensationalism, related to political and censorship issues, 
was fruitful to festivals in terms of media coverage and to sales agents in 
terms of promotional strategies towards national distributors. 

By the turn of the century, the interest of the three major European fes-
tivals had already shifted towards Chinese independent films. The 1990s 
could be seen not only as a crucial decade in the transformation of the 
Chinese film industry but also, as De Valck pointed out, festivals at that 
time became more institutionalized (2007, p. 193). Festivals had to prove 
successful in all respects in order to negotiate with private sponsors; and 
their budgets depended more significantly on their performance in terms 
of number of guests, media coverage. Even how many films were distrib-
uted after the festival became a crucial factor in the festival performance, 
so that title included in the programme were expected to find national 
distribution. 

In order to guarantee the best promotion to all exhibited films, receive 
a better press coverage and have more films circulating afterwards, some 
international sales companies were encouraged to handle titles even before 
the festival screenings. Hence, international sales companies started being 
involved not only in the festival exhibition, but also during the production 
stage. This process somehow initiated what would be a sort of ‘vicious cir-
cle’ in the mutual interdependence of festivals and sales agents.11 

The rules of the games which had structured festival exhibition prac-
tices in the name of artistic values and aesthetic achievements started 
to change: although festivals had always been sites of complex cultural, 
economic, and political negotiations, the increasing pressure of the market 

11 Peranson has also addressed the role and power-position of international sales agents in 
the festival circuit (2009, pp. 29-32). 
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forced them into a tighter competitive system. Competition among major 
festivals would soon bring about concerns for world premieres, an issue 
that became more prominent during the 2000s. 

The case of the 1999 Venice International Film Festival, when both 
Zhang Yimou and Zhang Yuan entered the competition is emblematic of 
this transition. Zhang Yimou’s Not one less won the Golden Lion and Zhang 
Yuan’s Seventeen years the Silver Lion-Special Jury Prize. Seventeen years 
was Zhang Yuan’s first approved film and a co-production with the Italian 
Fabrica Cinema.12 Government authorization was essential to have the film 
competing in the same section of Zhang Yimou’s film, as for the first time a 
festival would present two Chinese entries competing for the same awards. 
This was possible only thanks to an informal agreement: the announcement 
of Zhang Yuan’s film, the second Chinese entry, would be made at a later 
stage in order to focus media attention on Zhang Yimou’s Not one less. 
Although Zhang Yuan’s film was authorized, the late press release played 
on the expectations of a ‘banned’ title, understating the fact that for the 
first time Zhang Yuan was presenting an approved film. 

Major festivals and sales agents continued to rely on political and censor-
ship issues even when the transformation of the Chinese film industry had 
already made clear that the major obstacle for the circulation of Chinese 
festival films was their non-commercial nature. As the Chinese film market 
expanded and the performance of Chinese titles started being competi-
tive against American titles at the box-office, these films were excluded 
from domestic exhibition regardless of their status vis-à-vis Chinese film 
authorities. 

Hence, the early notion of Chinese independent cinema had not only 
departed from its reference to off-the-record productions, but also had 
turned into a fixed exhibition pattern, which immediately evoked sensitive 
subjects and political censorship. By the time Jia Zhangke’s Sanxia hao ren 
йྭӪ (Still life, 2006) on the Three Gorges dam was awarded the Venice 
Golden Lion, the Chinese production and exhibition system had already 
significantly changed. The year 2006 saw China’s box office gross growing 
by 30%, an increase of 23% in film production in comparison to the previ-
ous year (from 260 up to 330 films) and Zhang Yimou on top of the box 
office hits with Mancheng jindai huangjinjia ┑ቭᑖ哴䠁⭢ (Curse of the 
golden flower, 2006) (Yu 2007). Although the censorship had not loosened 
its control, Still life, like Jia’s previous Shijie ц⭼ (The world, 2004) was 
approved and supported by the Shanghai Film Studio. The limited circula-
tion of these films in China was due to their non-commercial nature rather 
than to political censorship. Nonetheless, the festival reinforced the same 

12 Fabrica Cinema was established in 1998 as part of Benetton’s communication research 
centre. During the years 2000-2004 was headed by Marco Müller and co-produced the works 
of independent filmmakers from China, Thailand, Brasil, Russia and Turkey. 
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notion of Chinese independent cinema by announcing the participation of 
Still life in Venice competition at a later stage, in a way not dissimilar from 
Zhang Yuan’s Seventeen years. The film was thus inscribed in a narra-
tive of Chinese independent cinema which had become a specific festival 
discourse while the actual practice of independent film-making in China 
had already taken many different turns and nuances.13 In other words, the 
notion of Chinese independent cinema continued to circulate at major in-
ternational film festivals as long as works that were otherwise difficult to 
distribute could benefit from being promoted as ‘controversial’, ‘secretly 
shot’, ‘banned’ or ‘censored’. 

Wang Bing’s Jiabiangou ཀྵ䗩⋏ (The ditch, 2010) offers a more recent 
example of how the festival discourse on Chinese independent films failed 
to account for the changes in Chinese film-making since the turn of the cen-
tury. Wang Bing’s film on the labour camps during the Anti-rightist Cam-
paign of 1957 was the result of a long production process which involved 
a set of European companies including the international sales agent Wild 
Bunch. Like Jia Zhangke’s Still life, it entered the Venice competition as a 
‘surprise film’ and was announced just before the opening of the festival. 
In this case, the film presented indeed sensitive political contents however 
its resonance against the booming Chinese film industry was so marginal 
that not even its controversial topic made an impact on the Chinese media. 
A fter the economic crises of 2008, difficulties in distributing Chinese films 
(like any other non-commercial film) had become more evident in Europe 
as elsewhere. As alternative distribution circuits collapsed, the connection 
between Chinese film-makers, international sales agents and festivals also 
took a different turn. Against the backdrop of the second largest world’s 
economy, the festival discourse of Chinese independent cinema has rapidly 
lost its appeal. Conversely, major European festivals have become promo-
tional opportunities for the many different players of the booming Chinese 
film industry in search of glamour and prestige. 

4 Conclusion

This fairly limited overview hints at the complex discourse that festivals 
articulate in relation to the films they present. The ways in which Chinese 
independent films were exhibited at major festivals since the late 1990s 
evolved into a crystallized exhibition pattern which was shaped by the 
converging interests of European festivals, sales agents and the distribu-
tion system at a specific stage in the evolution of European festivals and 

13 For a detailed account and discussion of the variety of Chinese independent filmmaking 
since the mid-1990s, cf. Voci 2010. 
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the Chinese film industry. During the 1990s, as European festivals became 
more closely linked to political, social and economic issues vis-à-vis global 
competition, emerging Chinese film-makers working outside the studio 
system constituted the ideal partners for festivals which focussed on young 
talents. 

Yet while Chinese independent production has taken different turns 
along with China’s fast-paced transformation, festivals have continued to 
emphasize political and censorship issues, thus overshadowing the increas-
ing pressure of economic forces. Until the early 2000s, such a discourse 
might still have helped the circulation of Chinese films in the European art-
house distribution circuit. However, as distribution opportunities dimin-
ished, the role of festivals and international sales agents have diminished. 

The domestic release of Diao Yinan’s Black coal, thin ice (2014) – Golden 
Bear at the Berlin Film Festival – might open to further considerations 
and signal a shift in the role of festivals for Chinese non-commercial films. 
While its European sales – handled by Fortissimo – are still limited, the 
film was a box-office hit in China. The film, which evolves around a series 
of brutal murders in northern China in 1999, was marketed in China as 
a noir film and the Berlin award for the first time proved to be a crucial 
promotional tool in the domestic market. 
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